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On universal gradings, versal gradings and
Schurian generated categories
Claude Cibils, Mar´ıa Julia Redondo and Andrea Solotar ∗
Abstract
Categories over a field k can be graded by different groups in a connected
way; we consider morphisms between these gradings in order to define the
fundamental grading group. We prove that this group is isomorphic to the
fundamental group a` la Grothendieck as considered in previous papers. In
case the k-category is Schurian generated we prove that a universal grading
exists. Examples of non Schurian generated categories with universal grading,
versal grading or none of them are considered.
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1 Introduction
We will consider throughout this paper small categories B enriched over k-vector
spaces, namely small categories whose sets of morphisms are k-vector spaces and
such that composition is bilinear; they are called k-categories. In particular the
endomorphisms of each object are k-algebras and the spaces of morphisms are
bimodules.
A grading X of B is a direct sum decomposition of each vector space of mor-
phisms into homogeneous components which are indexed by elements of the struc-
tural group Γ(X), such that the composition of B is compatible with the product
of the group. By definition the grading is connected if any element of the structural
group is the degree of a homogeneous closed walk.
Observe that a homotopy theory of loops taking into account the k-linear struc-
ture of a k-category is not available. Previous papers – see [6, 8, 7] – show that
gradings may be considered as a substitute, see also Remark 4; we have inferred
an intrinsic fundamental group of a k-category which takes into account all its
connected gradings and which is functorial with respect to full subcategories – see
[9].
In this paper we introduce morphisms between gradings, which are group maps µ
between the structural groups such that there exists a homogeneous automorphism
∗This work has been supported by the projects UBACYTX475, PIP-CONICET 112-
200801-00487, PICT-2011-1510 and MATHAMSUD-NOCOSETA. The second and third au-
thors are research members of CONICET (Argentina).
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functor of B which is the identity on objects and which induces µ on the degrees of
the homogeneous closed walks, see Definition 6.
This leads to the definition of the fundamental grading group. In case there
exists a universal grading U we obtain that Γ(U) is isomorphic to this group. If a
versal grading V exists (see Definition 7) then the intrinsic fundamental group is a
subgroup of the fixed points group with respect to the automorphisms of V .
In Section 2 we study gradings as mentioned above while in Section 3 we recall
the intrinsic fundamental group a` la Grothendieck obtained through Galois coverings
and smash products – see [6, 8]. In Section 4 we prove that the fundamental grading
group considered in Section 2 is indeed isomorphic to the intrinsic one.
In other words the gradings as considered in this paper provide a different ap-
proach to the theory of the intrinsic fundamental group developed in [6, 8, 7].
Using the introduced morphisms of gradings, we show in Theorem 9 that in case a
universal grading exists its structural group is isomorphic to the fundamental group.
This result is important by itself as well as with respect to the following: the
proof of the analogous fact concerning universal coverings in [8, Proposition 4.3]
is actually incomplete. Indeed, towards the end of the proof a set of elements is
obtained which should provide an automorphism. For this purpose those elements
need to constitute a coherent family which means that they should correspond with
themselves through canonical group maps. However this is not proved in the cited
paper and the fact is not clear.
Note that in [12] a relation between gradings and coverings is established for
quivers with relations, see also [13]. In this paper we consider the intrinsic context,
where the categories are not given by a presentation.
In the rest of the paper we apply the theory developed before to Schurian gen-
erated categories and other examples. By definition, a non-zero morphism fron one
objetc b to an object b′ is called Schurian if the space of morphisms from b to b′
is one-dimensional. The intersection of all the k-subcategories containing them is
called the Schurian generated subcategory of B. When this intersection is B the
category is called Schurian generated. Note that in the framework of k-categories
presented by a quiver with admissible relations this corresponds to constricted alge-
bras (also called constrained algebras) – see [1]. We prove that a Schurian generated
category admits a universal grading. To this end we show that its fundamental grad-
ing group is the structural group of a grading which is not necessarily connected.
This grading can be restricted to the image of its degree map, providing this way a
connected grading which is universal.
Finally we consider four examples. The first one is at the source of the theory
of the fundamental group a` la Grothendieck. Indeed, Bongartz, Gabriel [2] and
Martinez-Villa, de la Pen˜a [17] have considered a fundamental group attached to a
presentation by a quiver with admissible relations of a category. It is not an invariant
of the isomorphism class, it depends on the chosen presentation – see for instance
[4]. We provide a one-parameter family of k-categories Bq that has a universal cover.
This one-parameter family of deformations is actually trivial and the fundamental
group is infinite cyclic. The second example is the Kronecker category, which has no
universal grading, but admits a versal grading. Its fundamental group is trivial. Then
we show that for a monomial Schurian category the above mentioned fundamental
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group attached to a presentation is isomorphic to the intrinsic fundamental group.
Finally we consider the group algebra in characteristic p of the cyclic group Cp of
order p, which has neither universal nor versal grading; its fundamental group is the
product of the infinite cyclic group and Cp.
2 Fundamental grading group
In this section we first recall definitions from [6, 8]. Then we introduce morphisms
of gradings, universal and versal gradings. This leads to the definition of the fun-
damental grading group.
2.1 Homogeneous walks and grading homotopy
For a k-category B the set of objects is denoted B0 while b′Bb is the vector space
of morphisms having source b and target b′. For f ∈ b′Bb we write σ(f) = b and
τ(f) = b′. A k-category is connected if the graph of its non-zero morphisms is
connected.
Definition 1 A grading X of a k-category B by a group Γ(X) is a direct sum
decomposition of each morphism space
b′Bb =
⊕
s∈Γ(X)
Xsb′Bb
such that (
Xtb′′Bb′
)
(Xsb′Bb) ⊂ X
ts
b′′Bb.
The group Γ(X) is called the structural group of the grading. A homogeneous
morphism f of degree s is a non-zero morphism lying in a homogeneous compo-
nent Xsb′Bb. We write degXf = s.
A virtual morphism is a pair (f, ǫ) where f is a non-zero morphism and ǫ is
1 or −1. We set that the source σ and the target τ of (f,−1) are reversed with
respect to those of f while for (f, 1) they remain unchanged. We do not compose
virtual morphisms.
A walk w with source b and target b′ is a sequence of concatenated virtual
morphisms
w = (fn, ǫn), . . . , (f2, ǫ2), (f1, ǫ1)
verifying
σ(f1, ǫ1) = b, τ(f1, ǫ1) = σ(f2, ǫ2), . . . , τ(fn, ǫn) = b
′.
The formal inverse of w is w−1 = (f1,−ǫ1), (f2,−ǫ2), . . . , (fn,−ǫn) with source
b′ and target b.
We say that two walks w,w′ are concatenable if the target of w coincides with
the source of w′. We denote w′w their concatenation.
A virtual homogeneous morphism with respect to a grading is a virtual mor-
phism (f, ǫ) where f is homogeneous. A homogeneous walk is a walk made of
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virtual homogeneous morphisms. The set of homogeneous walks from b to b′ with
respect to a grading X is denoted b′HW (B, X)b.
For a grading X the degree of a homogeneous walk is by definition
degXw = (degXfn)
ǫn . . . (degXf2)
ǫ2 (degXf1)
ǫ1 .
Remark 2 Let w and w′ be concatenable walks and let b ∈ B0. The following facts
are easy to verify.
• degXw
−1 = (degXw)
−1
.
• degXww
′ = degXw degXw
′.
• The image of the inferred degree map degX : bHWb(B, X) → Γ(X) is a
subgroup of Γ(X).
Definition 3 The grading is connected if degX : b′HWb(B, X) → Γ(X) is sur-
jective for any objects b and b′.
Note that if B is connected the degree map is surjective for a given pair of
objects if and only if the degree map is surjective for any pair of objects.
Remark 4 For a k-category there is no definition of homotopy of loops available
as in algebraic topology taking into account its linear structure. A first attempt –
see [2, 17] – is to choose a presentation of the k-category and to define homotopy
using minimal relations of the presentation.
However this way of doing provides a homotopy group which varies with the
chosen presentation – see [4]. Due to this fact we have previously introduced an
intrinsic fundamental group defined using coverings which are issued from connected
gradings. Indeed, gradings and coverings are closely related as we will recall in the
following.
In this context observe that a given grading X provides a partial substitute for
a homotopy theory of loops. Indeed we can consider among homogeneous walks
with same source and target an ”X-homotopy” relation given by the degree map,
namely two homogeneous walks are X-homotopic if they have the same X-degree.
In case X is connected the X-homotopy classes form a group which is isomorphic
to the structural group Γ(X).
2.2 Universal and versal gradings
Let X and Y be gradings of a k-category B. A k-automorphism functor J of B is
called homogeneous from X to Y if J is the identity on objects and if the image
of X-homogeneous morphisms of B are Y -homogeneous.
Definition 5 Let X,Y be two gradings of B, b, b′ ∈ B0. A homogeneous automor-
phism J from X to Y induces a map
HW (J) : b′HW (B, X)b → b′HW (B, Y )b
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HW (J)(w) = (J(fn), ǫn), . . . , (J(f1), ǫ1)
for w = (fn, ǫn), . . . , (f1, ǫ1) an X-homogeneous walk.
However in general a map from Γ(X) to Γ(Y ) induced by J does not exist since the
image by J of two homogeneous closed walks of same X-degree may have different
Y -degrees.
Definition 6 Let b0 be a base object of a connected k-category B and let X and Y
be connected gradings of B. A morphism µ : X → Y is a group map µ : Γ(X)→
Γ(Y ) such that there exists a (non-necessarily unique) homogeneous automorphism
functor J from X to Y making commutative the following diagram
b0HW (B, X)b0
deg
X

HW (J)
//
b0HW (B, Y )b0
deg
Y

Γ(X)
µ
// Γ(Y ).
Definition 7 A connected grading U is universal if for any connected grading X
there exists a unique morphism µ : U → X . A connected grading V is versal if for
any connected grading X there exists at least one morphism µ : V → X .
Concerning the notion of versal see for instance the appendix by J.P. Serre in
[11].
Of course if a universal grading exists, it is unique up to an isomorphism of
gradings. In general universal gradings do not exist as we shall see in the last
section. Nevertheless we will prove that Schurian generated k-categories admit
universal gradings.
2.3 Graded coherent families
Next we will define the fundamental grading group; in the following section we
will prove that it is isomorphic to the intrinsic fundamental group defined as the
automorphism group of a fibre functor. In this subsection we will show that the
structural group of a universal grading is isomorphic to the fundamental grading
group.
Definition 8 Let B be a connected k-category, and let b0 be a fixed object. An
element of the fundamental grading group Πgr1 (B, b0) is a family γ = (γX)X
where X varies among the connected gradings, γX ∈ Γ(X), and which is graded
coherent namely µ(γX) = γY for each morphism µ : X → Y. The product is
pointwise.
Theorem 9 Let B be a connected k-category with a given object b0 admitting a
universal grading U . Then
Πgr1 (B, b0) ≃ Γ(U).
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Proof. For each connected grading X let µX : U → X be the unique morphism
of gradings. For any δ ∈ Γ(U) we associate the family (µX(δ))X where X varies
among the connected gradings. This family is clearly graded coherent and we obtain
this way a group homomorphism Γ(U) → Π
gr
1 (B, b0). Its inverse associates to a
family (γX)X the element γU . ⋄
For a grading X of B we denote Fix(X) the subgroup of Γ(X) of elements σX
such that µ(σX) = σX for every morphism of gradings µ : X → X .
Proposition 10 Let B be a connected k-category with a given object b0 and which
admits a versal grading V . There is an injective group map
Πgr1 (B, b0)→ Fix(V ).
Proof. To an element γ = (γX)X in Π
gr
1 (B, b0) we associate γV ∈ Γ(V ) which
lies in Fix(V ) since γ is a coherent graded family. In case γV = 1 consider for each
connected grading X a map of gradings µ : V → X which exists since V is versal.
Since the family is graded coherent we infer that γX = µ(γV ) = µ(1) = 1. ⋄
3 Intrinsic fundamental group
In order to prove that the fundamental grading group considered above is isomorphic
to the intrinsic fundamental group that we have considered in [6, 8] we provide for
the convenience of the reader a brief account of the main tools and results concerning
this theory; complete proofs and details can be found in the cited papers.
3.1 Galois coverings
The b-star of an object b in a k-category B is the direct sum of the morphism
spaces having b as a source or as a target. Let C be a connected and non-empty
k-category. A k-functor F : C → B is a covering if it is surjective on objects and if
it induces k-isomorphisms between corresponding stars; more precisely each b-star
in B is isomorphic - using F - to the c-star in C for any c ∈ C0 such that F (c) = b.
As a consequence a covering is always faithful. Note also that if a covering of B
exists then B is connected.
Let F : C → B and G : D → B be coverings of a k-category B. A morphism
from F to G is a pair of k-functors (H, J) where H : C → D and J : B → B are
such that :
- J is an automorphism of B which is the identity on objects,
- GH = JF .
Remark 11 Morphisms of the form (H, J) are called J-morphisms. Due to an
observation of P. Le Meur – see [14, 15, 16] – 1-morphisms are not enough in order
to insure that some coverings are isomorphic: indeed if F is a covering and J is
an automorphism of B which is the identity on objects, JF is a covering which is
isomorphic to F but in general not through a 1-morphism.
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For a covering F : C → B let Aut1F be the group of automorphisms of C
such that HF = F . It acts on the F -fibre of each b ∈ B0, namely it acts on
F−1(b) = {c ∈ C0 | F (c) = b}. This action is free due to a result by P. Le Meur
stating that two J-morphisms which coincide on some object are equal – see [8,
2.9].
Definition 12 A covering is Galois if the action of Aut1F is transitive on some
fibre, or equivalently, if the action is transitive on any fibre.
A connected grading X of B provides a Galois covering through a k-category
called smash product B#X defined as follows. The set of objects is the cartesian
product B0 × Γ(X) while the vector space of morphisms from (b, s) to (b
′, t) is
Xt
−1s
b′Bb – see [5, 6, 8]. Actually it can be proven that any Galois covering F
is isomorphic to a smash product through a 1-morphism which is not canonical, it
depends on the choice of an object in each fibre of F . We consider Gal#(B, b0)
the full subcategory of the category of Galois coverings Gal(B, b0) whose objects
are coverings of type FX : B#X → B.
Given a connected grading X and the corresponding Galois covering FX , the
structural group Γ(X) is identified to Aut1(FX) as follows: the action on objects is
given by left multiplication on the second component, and on morphisms is provided
by the identical translation of the corresponding homogeneous components. A map
of smash coverings (H, J) : FX → FY is given on objects by H(b, s) = (b,Hb(s))
and by J on morphisms.
Following methods closely related to the way in which the fundamental group is
considered in algebraic geometry after A. Grothendieck and C. Chevalley – see for
instance the book by R. Douady and A. Douady [9] – we have defined in [6, 8] the
following:
Definition 13 Let b0 be an object of a connected k-category B and consider the
fibre functor Φ# which assigns to a smash product Galois covering FX its fibre
F−1X (b0) in the category of sets. The intrinsic fundamental group Π1(B, b0) is
Aut Φ#.
3.2 Morphisms of smash products
In order to have a concrete description of the elements of the previous intrinsic
fundamental group, we first recall that we associate a unique group map
λ(H,J) : Aut1F → Aut1G
to a morphism of Galois coverings (H, J) : F → G such that Hf = λ(H,J)(f)H
for every f ∈ Aut1F . Note the following facts:
• λ is functorial with respect to composition of morphisms of coverings, namely
λ(H′H,J′J) = λ(H′,J′)λ(H,J)
• λ(qH,J) = qλ(H,J)q
−1 for q ∈ Aut1F .
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Let J be an automorphism of B which is the identity on objects and let X and
Y be connected gradings of B. In case there exists a J-morphism from FX to FY
we consider the normalized one verifying N(b0, 1) = (b0, 1). Observe that for any
(H, J) we have N = Hb0(1)
−1H . We set µJ = λ(N,J). According to the above
formula for λ(qH,J) we note the following for any morphism (H, J):
µJ = Hb0(1)
−1λ(H,J)Hb0(1). (1)
More precisely Hb(s) = λ(H,J)(s)Hb(1) since
(b,Hb(s)) = H(b, s) = Hs(b, 1) = λ(H,J)(s)H(b, 1) =
λ(H,J)(s)(b,Hb(1)) = (b, λ(H,J)(s)Hb(1)).
The following result is proven in detail in [9, 2.10]. The fundamental group
Π1(B, b0) is isomorphic to the group of coherent families σ = (σX)X where X
varies over all the connected gradings, σX ∈ Γ(X) and µJ(σX) = σY for any J
such that there exists a J-morphism from FX to FY .
3.3 Universal coverings
We consider pointed coverings of (B, b0), namely coverings F : (C, c) → (B, b0)
where c is an object such that F (c) = b0. In the previously cited papers a pointed
Galois covering U : (U , u) → (B, b0) is called universal if for any Galois pointed
covering F : (C, c) → (B, b0) there exists a unique morphism (H,1) from U to F
such that U(u) = c.
Remark 14 When defining a universal covering we require the existence of a unique
pointed morphism (H,1). Instead, we could have required the existence of a pointed
morphism (H, J) without specifying the value of J . Doing so uniqueness is impos-
sible to fulfill since once a morphism exists any multiple of it by a non-zero scalar
is still a morphism.
Universal coverings do not always exist – see for instance [8]. Nevertheless
Schurian categories admit universal coverings – see [3, 7].
As mentioned in the introduction, the proof in [8, Proposition 4.3] of the follow-
ing result is incomplete: for a k-category admitting a universal covering, its intrinsic
fundamental group should be isomorphic to the automorphism group of its universal
covering. At the end of the proof of this result we obtain a family of elements which
should provide an automorphism. This is correct only if the obtained family is co-
herent, which means that the elements correspond each other through the canonical
group maps; however this fact is not clear.
Instead it appears more natural to consider universal gradings. Indeed, Theorem
9 states that in case a universal grading exists its structural group is isomorphic
to the fundamental grading group. In turn the latter is isomorphic to the intrinsic
fundamental group according to the next section.
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4 Both fundamental groups are isomorphic
We will prove next that the two fundamental groups considered previously are iso-
morphic. We note that both of them consist of families of elements of the structural
grading groups, where the families are respectively graded coherent and coherent.
In Proposition 17 we will prove that the set of morphisms involved in the graded
coherent and coherent requirements coincide. As an immediate consequence we
infer that the fundamental groups are isomorphic.
Lemma 15 Let B be a k-category, let X and Y be two connected gradings and
let (H, J) : FX → FY be a morphism of the Galois coverings obtained through
the smash product. The automorphism J is homogeneous from X to Y for any
X-homogeneous morphism f and we have that
degY J(f) = Hb′(1)
−1 λ(H,J)(degXf) Hb(1).
Proof. Let f ∈ Xdb′Bb. By definition of the smash product f provides a morphism
(still denoted f) from (b, 1) to (b′, d−1) lying in the FX -fibre of f .
Note that only homogeneous morphisms are lifted as a unique morphism, oth-
erwise the pre-image of f once a source object is fixed is a sum of morphisms
according to the homogeneous components of f .
Since J is the identity on objects, H(f) is a morphism in B#Y from (b,Hb(1))
to (b′, Hb′(d
−1)) =
(
b′, λ(H,J)(d
−1)Hb′(1)
)
. The morphism FY (H(f)) is Y -
homogeneous from b to b′ of degree
(Hb′(1))
−1 λ(H,J)(d) Hb(1).
⋄
Proposition 16 Let (H, J) be a morphism of Galois coverings from FX to FY
where X and Y are connected gradings of a k-category B. The group morphism
µJ : Γ(X)→ Γ(Y ) is a morphism of gradings from X to Y .
Proof. Let w be a homogeneous closed walk at b0. We are going to prove that
degY J(w) = µJ (degXw) .
If f is an X-homogeneous morphism then
degY J(f) = Hb′(1)
−1 λ(H,J)(degXf) Hb(1).
We assert that this formula also holds for a homogeneous walk
w = (fn+1, ǫn+1) , . . . , (f1, ǫ1)
from b1 to bn+2. Indeed, the formula is verified by induction by inspecting the four
cases according to the values of ǫn and ǫn+1.
In particular if the homogeneous walk is closed at b0 we obtain the required
formula using the relation between µJ and λ(H,J) according to (1) in 3.2 ⋄
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Proposition 17 Let B be a connected k-category with a base object b0 and let X
and Y be two connected gradings. For any morphism of gradings µ : X → Y there
exists a morphism of Galois coverings (H, J) : FX → FY such that µJ = µ.
Proof. Since X is connected we can choose a family (vb)b∈B0 where vb ∈
bHW (B, X)b0 and degXvb = 1. For an X-homogeneous morphism f let
vf = v−1
τ(f)fvσ(f).
The definition of a morphism of gradings µ : X → Y includes the existence of a
homogeneous automorphism J from X to Y such that for any closed homogeneous
walk w,
degY J(w) = µ (degXw) .
In particular
degY J(
vf) = µ (degX(
vf)) = µ
(
degXv
−1
τ(f) degXf degXvσ(f)
)
= µ (degXf) .
On the other hand
degY J(
vf) = degY J
(
v−1
τ(f) f vσ(f)
)
= degY J
(
v−1
τ(f)
)
degY J(f)degY J
(
vσ(f)
)
.
We set hb = (degY J (vb))
−1 . Then
µ (degXf) = hτ(f) degY J(f) h
−1
σ(f). (2)
We define H : B#X → B#Y on objects by H(b, s) = (b, µ(s)hb). In order to
have a J-morphism of smash products let f ∈ (b′,t)B#X(b,s), that is a morphism
f ∈ Xt
−1s
b′Bb. We put H(f) = J(f). We only have to check that H(f) can be
viewed as a morphism from (b, µ(s)hb) to (b
′, µ(t)h′b). This is the case if and only
if
degY J(f) = [µ(t)h
′
b]
−1µ(s)hb
and this equality is verified using (2) as follows:
degY J(f) = h
−1
b′ µ (degX(f)) hb = h
−1
b′ µ
(
t−1s
)
hb.
This morphism of smash products gives rise to a morphism of groups µJ . According
to the previous proposition µJ : X → Y is in turn also a morphism of gradings
associated to J . Then
µJ (degXw) = µ (degXw) .
Since degX is surjective we infer µ = µJ . ⋄
Remark 18 Different morphisms of coverings can provide the same morphism of
gradings as the following examples show. Let K be the Kronecker category, that is
the k-category with two objects x and y whose endomorphism algebras are k, with
no non-zero morphisms from y to x, while yKx is two-dimensional. Note that once
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a basis {α, β} of yKx is chosen the category can also be described as the linear
envelope of the path category of the quiver
x·
α //
β
// ·y
Let X be the grading with infinite cyclic structural group Γ(X) generated by t
and given by X(α) = t and X(β) = 1. Note that this grading is connected.
Let Y be the quotient grading of X with structural group the cyclic group of
order 2 and let µ : Γ(X) → Γ(Y ) be the quotient map of groups. Let J be the
automorphism of K which interchanges α and β. It is easy to verify that there exists
a functor H : K#X → K#Y such that (H, J) : FX → FY is a morphism of the
Galois coverings; it provides µ as morphism of gradings. Moreover the morphism
of coverings obtained with the identity automorphism of K also provides µ as a
morphism of gradings.
Another example is provided by the set of automorphisms Jp,q of X where p
and q are non-zero scalars, Jp,q(α) = pα and Jp,q(β) = qβ. All the corresponding
automorphisms (Hp,q, Jp,q) of FX provide the identity as morphism of gradings.
5 Schurian generated categories
Let B be a k-category. By definition, a non-zero morphism from an object b to
an object b′ is called Schurian if the space of all morphisms in the category from
b to b′ is one-dimensional. The Schurian generated subcategory of B is the
intersection of all the k-subcategories of B containing the Schurian morphisms. Its
morphisms are the sums of compositions of Schurian morphisms. A k-category is
called Schurian generated (SG for short) if it coincides with its Schurian generated
subcategory.
Our main purpose in this section is to prove that a connected SG-category B
admits a universal grading; actually first we will prove that B admits a connected
grading by its fundamental group.
Recall that a Schurian category is a k-category such that all the morphism
spaces are one-dimensional - see [3, 7]; a Schurian category is clearly Schurian
generated. From the cited papers we know that a Schurian category admits a
universal covering.
Other examples of SG-categories are provided by constricted categories B as
follows. Recall that a presented k-category by a quiver Q with relations is a category
of the form kQ/I where kQ is the linearization of the free category determined by
Q and I is a two-sided ideal contained in the square of the two-sided ideal generated
by the arrows. Note that isomorphic categories may admit different presentations.
It is easy to see that the arrows of the quiver generate the presented category. A
presented category kQ/I is called constricted – see [1] – in case for each arrow a
any strictly parallel path (i.e. any path in Q different from a but sharing the same
source and target with a) is zero in the quotient. Clearly this insures that arrows of
Q are Schurian morphisms, hence the presented category is Schurian generated.
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Definition 19 Let B be an SG-category. A Schurian generated morphism (SG-
morphism for short) of B is a morphism which is a non-zero composition of Schurian
morphisms; a virtual SG-morphism is a virtual morphism where the morphism
involved is an SG-morphism. An SG-walk is a walk made of virtual SG-morphisms.
Lemma 20 Let B be an SG-category.
1. SG-walks are homogeneous with respect to any grading.
2. Let J be an automorphism which is the identity on objects, f an SG-morphism
and X a grading. Then J(f) is an SG-morphism and degXJ(f) = degXf .
Proof. Let X be a grading. A Schurian morphism from an object b to an object
b′ is clearly homogeneous since b′Bb is one-dimensional. An SG-morphism is a
composition of Schurian morphisms, then it is homogeneous of degree the product
of the degrees.
Moreover if J is an automorphism which is the identity on objects and f is a
Schurian morphism, then J(f) is homogeneous of the same degree. This also holds
for SG-morphisms. ⋄
Remark 21 Observe that assigning a group element to each one-dimensional space
of Schurian morphisms does not always produce a grading of the entire category.
Indeed a given morphism may be written in several ways as a sum of compositions
of SG-morphisms.
Lemma 22 Let B be a connected SG-category. Between any two objects there is
at least one SG-walk.
Proof. Since B is connected between any two objects there exists a walk w.
The first component of each virtual morphism of w is a sum of SG-morphisms.
Replacing this sum by one of its summands and performing this for each virtual
morphism provides a new walk w′ which is an SG-walk. ⋄
Lemma 23 Let B be an SG-category with a grading X . Each X-homogeneous
morphism is a sum of SG-morphisms of same X-degree.
Proof. Let f be a non-zero morphism. Since B is Schurian generated f =
∑
fi
where each fi is an SG-morphism, hence homogeneous for any grading. We write
f =
∑
gj where each gj is non-zero and is the sum of all the fi’s having same
X-degree. The gi’s are X-homogeneous of different degrees, which means that
they are the X-homogeneous components of f . Assume now f is X-homogeneous.
Then the sum of the gj ’s is reduced to one summand, that is f is a sum of SG-
morphisms of same X-degree. ⋄
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Proposition 24 Let B be an SG-category with connected gradings X and Y. If
there exists an automorphism J of B homogeneous from X to Y, then the identity
of B is also homogeneous from X to Y and
degY ◦HW (J) = degY ◦HW (1).
Proof. It suffices to prove the equality by evaluating in an X-homogeneous
morphism f . By the previous lemma f =
∑
fi where the fi’s are SG-morphisms
of same X-degree. We can assume that this expression is of minimal length, in
particular no subsum is zero. Now J(f) =
∑
J(fi) =
∑
λifi, where the λi’s are
non-zero elements of k. Note that in this expression of J(f), no subsum is zero
since J is an automorphism. Recall that J(f) is Y -homogeneous. Moreover λifi
is an SG-morphism for all i so it is Y -homogeneous as well. Hence all the fi’s have
same Y -degree and degY J(f) = degY f . ⋄
Corollary 25 Let B be an SG-category with connected gradings X and Y. There
is at most one morphism of gradings from X to Y.
Proof. Let µ and µ′ be morphisms corresponding respectively to automorphisms
J and J ′ which are homogeneous from X to Y . By the previous result
degY ◦HW (J) = degY ◦HW (1) = degY ◦HW (J
′),
hence µ degX = µ
′ degX . Since degX is surjective we obtain µ = µ
′. ⋄
Let B be an SG-category with base object b0. Using Lemma 22 we choose a
family v = (vb)b∈B0 of SG-walks (called connectors) where vb goes from b0 to b
and with the special choice of vb0 being the identity endomorphism at b0. As in the
proof of Proposition 17, given a morphism f we set
vf = v−1
τ(f)fvσ(f)
which is a closed walk at b0. Observe that if f is an SG-morphism then
vf is a
closed SG-walk.
Proposition 26 Let B be a connected SG-category with base object b0. There is
a grading P of B with structural group Π
gr
1 (B, b0).
Proof. In order to define a grading P by the fundamental grading group we first
define the degree of an SG-morphism f :
degP f = (degX
vf)X =
(
degXv
−1
τ(f) degXf degXvσ(f)
)
X
(3)
where X runs over all connected gradings of B. Note that the morphisms involved
are SG-morphisms hence they are homogeneous for any connected grading by the
first part of Lemma 20. Consequently the right hand side of the equality makes
sense. We check now that the above family is graded coherent.
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Let µ : X → Y be a morphism of gradings. By definition there exists a
homogeneous automorphism J such that
µ(degX
vf) = degY (HW (J)(
vf)) .
Proposition 24 insures that
degY (HW (J)(
vf)) = degY
vf.
Secondly for any p ∈ Πgr1 (B, b0), the homogeneous component of degree p
is defined as the set of all the sums of SG-morphisms of degree p. Since any
morphism is a sum of SG-morphisms it only remains to prove that the sum of the
subspaces is direct. Assume f1 + · · · + fn = 0 where the fi’s are morphisms of
distinct P -degrees, our purpose is to prove f1 = f2 = · · · = fn = 0. In case
n > 1 and since degP f1 6= degP f2 there exists a connected grading X0 such that
degX0
vf1 6= degX0
vf2. Let
I1 = {i | degX0
vfi = degX0
vf1}
and let I2 be its complement in {1, . . . , n}. Note that 1 ∈ I1 and 2 ∈ I2. Since
X0 is a grading we infer
∑
i∈I1
fi = 0 and
∑
j∈I2
fj = 0. The result follows by
induction. ⋄
Lemma 27 The identity automorphism is homogeneous from P to any connected
grading X . Moreover for any P -homogeneous morphism f
degP f = (degX
vf)X .
Proof. Let f be a P -homogeneous morphism. By Lemma 23 we know that f =∑
i fi where the fi’s are SG-morphisms of the same P -degree. As a consequence
for any connected grading X and for any pair of indices i and j
degX
vfi = degX
vfj .
Consequently vf =
∑
vfi is X-homogeneous for any connected grading X and
degX
vf = degX
vfi for any i. Finally
degP f = degP fi = (degX
vfi)X = (degX
vf)X .
⋄
Let w be a P -homogeneous walk and let vw be the closed walk defined as before
for morphisms.
Lemma 28 A P -homogeneous walk w isX-homogeneous for every connected grad-
ing X . Its P -degree is given by the same formula as above, namely:
degPw = (degX
vw)X .
In particular the connectors are P -homogeneous of trivial P -degree.
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Proof. The P -degree of w is the product of the P -degrees of the homogeneous
virtual morphisms involved which can be computed according to Lemma 27 and
equality (3). Notice that the X-degrees of the connectors annihilate themselves.
Finally the connectors are SG-walks, hence they are P -homogeneous walks and
their degree can be computed using the formula just proved and the fact that the
connector at b0 is the identity which is of trivial degree for any grading. ⋄
Theorem 29 A connected SG-category B with base object b0 admits a universal
grading with structural group isomorphic to Π1(B, b0).
Proof. Recall from Remark 2 that Im degP is a subgroup of the structural group.
We claim that P can be restricted to a grading with structural group Im degP which
we will denote P↓. To this end it suffices to check that the P -degree of a Schurian
morphism f is the P -degree of some closed P -homogeneous walk at b0. Note that
since P is a grading we have the following:
degP
vf = degP v
−1
τ(f) degP f degP vσ(f).
Since by Lemma 28 the P -degrees of the connectors are trivial, degP f = degP
vf.
Consequently the grading P↓ with structural group Im degP exists. By construction
this grading is connected. Next we will prove it is universal.
Let X0 be a fixed connected grading of B. Our purpose is to show the exis-
tence of a unique morphism of gradings µ : P ↓→ X0, that is the existence of a
unique group morphism µ : Γ (P↓) → Γ(X0) such that there exists at least one
homogeneous automorphism J of B making the following diagram commutative:
b0HW (B, P↓)b0
deg
P↓

HW (J)
//
b0HW (B, X0)b0
deg
X0

Γ(P↓) = Im degP µ
// Γ(X0).
Consider the group morphism µ defined as follows: let γ be an element in Im degP ,
that is there exists a closed P -homogeneous walk w at b0 such that degPw = γ.
By Lemma 28
degPw = (degX
vw)X
and the latter equals (degXw)X since w is already a closed walk at b0. We set
µ(γ) = degX0w.
Note that µ is well defined: let w′ be another closed P -homogeneous walk at b0
representing γ that is degPw
′ = γ = degPw, then degX0w
′ = degX0w.
According to Lemma 27 the identity automorphism of B is homogeneous from
P↓ to X0. The morphism µ above makes the diagram with J = 1 commutative.
The above morphism is unique since by Corollary 25 between two connected
gradings of an SG-category there is at most one morphism.
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Theorem 9 asserts that the structural group of the universal grading is isomorphic
to the fundamental group of the category.
⋄
6 Examples
We consider four examples. As mentioned in the Introduction the first one is
at the source of the theory of the fundamental group a` la Grothendieck, it has
a universal grading with cyclic fundamental group. The second example has no
universal grading but admits a versal grading and the fundamental group is trivial.
Then we show that for a presented monomial Schurian k-category the fundamental
group of the presentation is isomorphic to the intrinsic fundamental group. Finally
we consider an example in characteristic p which has neither universal nor versal
grading; its intrinsic fundamental group is the product of the infinite cyclic group
and the cyclic group of order p.
6.1 A one-parameter family
Let Q be the quiver
.y
β
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
x. γ
//
α
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤ .z
δ
// .z′
and let kQ be the linearization of its path category. For each q ∈ k the one-
dimensional vector space Iq = k(δγ− qδβα) is a two-sided ideal of kQ. We denote
Bq the quotient k-category kQ/Iq. Note that γ is not a Schurian morphism, and
does not belong to the Schurian generated subcategory.
We first recall that Bq is isomorphic to Bq′ for all q and q
′. Indeed, let F be
the automorphism of kQ which is the identity on the objects,
F (γ) = γ + (q − q′)βα
and is the identity on the other arrows. Clearly F (Iq) = Iq′ and it induces an
isomorphism Fˆ : Bq → Bq′ . In particular Bq is isomorphic to B0 for any q, in other
words Bq is a trivial one-parameter deformation of B0.
Remark 30 The non-intrinsic fundamental group considered by Bongartz, Gabriel
[2] and Martinez-Villa, de la Pen˜a [17] for representation theory purposes relies on
a particular presentation by a quiver with relations of the k-category. In case q 6= 0
this non-intrinsic fundamental group is trivial while it is the infinite cyclic group for
q = 0. One of the purposes of the fundamental group a` la Grothendieck we have
considered is to provide a theory which does not depend on a presentation.
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We will perform computations for an arbitrary value of the parameter q although
we know that it suffices to do it for a specific value, for instance q = 0. We do
so in order to confirm in this example the theory of the fundamental grading group
in its intrinsic aspect, namely that it only depends on the isomorphism class of the
k-category.
Proposition 31 For any non-trivial connected grading X of Bq the morphism γ −
qβα is homogeneous and the structural group is cyclic.
Proof. Let X be a connected grading. Since α, β and δ are Schurian morphisms
they are homogeneous of degrees denoted respectively a, b and d. The space of
morphisms from x to z is two-dimensional and βα is already homogeneous, let
γ + lβα be the other homogeneous morphism complementing βα; we denote by c
its degree.
If c = ba the homogeneous closed walks at x are all of trivial degree, implying
that the structural group is trivial since X is connected.
Note that δ(γ + lβα) is homogeneous of degree dc. Moreover
δ(γ + lβα) = (q + l)δβα.
Consequently if q+l 6= 0 the degrees of those morphisms coincide, namely dc = dba,
then c = ba and the grading is trivial. If X is not trivial then l = −q, the morphism
γ − qβα is homogeneous of degree c and c 6= ba. Consider
degX : xHW (Bq, X)x → Γ(X).
Then Im degX = {
(
c−1ba
)i
| i ∈ Z}. Since X is connected Im degX = Γ(X).⋄
Let U be the grading of kQ by the infinite cyclic group T =< t > such that α, β
and δ are of trivial degree while γ−qβα is of degree t. The ideal Iq is homogeneous
so the grading is well defined on Bq and we still denote it by U .
Proposition 32 The grading U of Bq is universal.
Proof. For a given non-trivial connected grading X we will prove the existence of
a unique morphism of gradings µ : U → X . Note that the identity automorphism
is homogeneous from U to X . We use the same notations as in the previous proof.
The group map µ : T → Γ(X) is given by µ(t) = c−1ba. The following diagram is
commutative:
xHW (B, U)x
deg
U

HW (1)
//
xHW (B, X)x
deg
X

T
µ
// Γ(X).
In order to prove that the morphism is unique let X and Y be non-trivial connected
gradings. As before, the identity automorphism is homogeneous from X to Y . We
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assert that for any homogeneous automorphism J of Bq from X to Y the following
holds:
degY ◦HW (J) = degY ◦HW (1). (4)
To this end, we show that J is multiplication by non-zero scalars when evalu-
ated on homogeneous morphisms. Indeed the homogeneous components are one-
dimensional and coincide for X and Y . Then J multiplies by non-zero scalars the
Schurian morphisms α, β and δ as well as their possible compositions. Since J is
homogeneous J(γ − qβα) is homogeneous but cannot be a scalar multiple of βα
because this morphism is already in the image of J . Then J(γ− qβα) is a non-zero
scalar multiple of γ − qβα.
Finally let µ′ : U → X be a morphism of gradings with corresponding homoge-
neous automorphism J ; we have just proved that degX ◦HW (J) = degX ◦HW (1),
then µ′ degU = µ degU and µ = µ
′ since degU is surjective. ⋄
Corollary 33 For any q ∈ k the intrinsic fundamental group Π1(Bq, x) is infinite
cyclic .
6.2 The Kronecker category
We will prove that the Kronecker category K considered in Remark 18 does not have
a universal grading, instead there exists a unique versal grading with structural group
the infinite cyclic group. Its fixed subgroup and the intrinsic fundamental group of
K are trivial.
Lemma 34 Every non-trivial connected grading X of K has cyclic structural group
and it is determined by the choice of two linearly independent morphisms α,β in
yKx and the assignment of their degrees a and b verifying that b
−1a is a generator
of Γ(X).
Proof. Let X be a connected grading of K. In case the entire yKx is homogeneous
every closed walk at x is homogeneous of trivial degree, hence the connected grading
is trivial since the degree map is surjective.
In case X is not trivial, there exist two one-dimensional homogeneous compo-
nents and we can choose a homogeneous basis {α, β} with distinct degrees denoted
a and b. Observe that the degrees of the closed homogeneous walks at x are powers
of b−1a, which shows that Γ(X) is cyclic generated by b−1a.
Conversely a non-trivial connected grading can be constructed following this
pattern once a basis is given as well as two elements in the cyclic group such that
their difference is a generator of it. ⋄
Proposition 35 K does not admit a universal grading.
Proof. Let X be a non-trivial connected grading. We assert that X has an
automorphism of gradings with group map µ determined by
µ(b−1a) =
(
b−1a
)−1
= a−1b
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and homogenous automorphism J given by
J(α) = β and J(β) = α
making the required diagram commutative. This automorphism is not the identity
unless the structural group is of order 2, hence X is not universal out of this case.
If the structural group is finite cyclic (in particular of order 2) the grading is not
universal since there is no map from it to any grading by the infinite cyclic group.⋄
Let T be an infinite cyclic group with a given generator t. We consider a grading
V of K with structural group T as follows. Let {α, β} be a basis of yKx and we
set degV α = t and degV β = 1. Note that V is connected.
Proposition 36 The grading V is versal. Moreover Fix(V ) and Π1(K, x) are trivial.
Proof. Let X be a non-trivial connected grading with homogeneous linearly
independent morphisms α′ and β′ of degrees a and b. The group map µ : T →
Γ(X) given by µ(t) = b−1a is a morphism of gradings. Indeed the homogeneous
automorphism J determined by J(α) = α′ and J(β) = β′ makes the required
diagram commutative.
In the proof of the preceding proposition we have shown that V admits a non-
trivial grading automorphism with group map sending t to t−1 hence its structural
group does not have fixed elements except 1. By Proposition 10 the fundamental
group is also trivial. ⋄
Note that all the connected gradings with infinite cyclic group are isomorphic
by analogous computations as before. Hence the versal grading is unique up to
isomorphisms of gradings.
6.3 Monomial Schurian categories
By definition a monomial presentation of a k-category is as follows: let Q be a finite
quiver, kQ be the path category and I be a two-sided ideal of kQ generated by a
set of paths of length at least 2. Assume moreover that all paths of a given length
n belong to I.
Then the fundamental group of the presentation, as considered in [2, 17], is
clearly isomorphic to the topological fundamental group of the graph underlying Q.
Recall from [7] that a k-category B is Schurian if yBx is zero ore one-dimensional
for any objects x and y. In that case we have proved in this paper that the intrinsic
fundamental group of B is isomorphic to the topological fundamental group of the
associated CW-complex (Definition 3.1).
Assume now that B = kQ/I is monomial and Schurian. Then it is easy to prove
that the CW-complex and the underlying graph of Q have the same homotopy
type. Consequently the fundamental group of the presentation and the intrinsic
fundamental group are isomorphic.
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6.4 Truncated polynomial algebras in finite characteristic
Let k be a field of characteristic p, let Cp =< t | t
p = 1 > be the cyclic group
of order p and let B = kCp be the group algebra which is isomorphic to k[x]/(x
p)
through the isomorphism assigning (x − 1) to t. We consider B as a k-category
with a single object having B as endomorphisms.
Connected gradings of B have been studied in detail in [6, Section 5, p. 640].
There are two families of non-trivial connected gradings as follows:
• Invertible. In case there exists a non-scalar invertible X-homogeneous el-
ement in B, then all the X-homogeneous elements are invertible and the
structural group is Cp. So X is isomorphic to the natural grading of kCp.
Moreover X is simply connected, which means that if Y is a connected grad-
ing and µ : Y → X is a morphism then µ is an isomorphism.
• Maximal. In case every X-homogeneous non scalar element belongs to the
maximal ideal (x), the structural group is cyclic and X is isomorphic to a
quotient of the natural grading of k[x]/(xp) where x is homogeneous. When
the structural group is infinite cyclic the grading is simply connected.
Any automorphism of B preserves the maximal ideal, hence there are no mor-
phisms of gradings between both families. There is no universal nor versal grading
and the fundamental group is T × Cp.
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